A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

State Conservation Land – Old–Growth Forests – Protection

FOR the purpose of establishing protections for old–growth forests located on State conservation land; and generally relating to old–growth forests.

BY adding to

Article – Natural Resources
Section 1–406
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2018 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

Preamble

WHEREAS, The State of Maryland recognizes the unique cultural and ecological benefits of preserving old–growth forests; and

WHEREAS, At present, many of the old–growth forests located on land preserved under the State’s land conservation programs lack formal protection; now, therefore,

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Natural Resources

1–406.

(A) (1) IN THIS SECTION THE FOLLOWING WORDS HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED.

(2) “OLD–GROWTH FOREST” MEANS A FOREST:
(I) At least 5 acres in size with a preponderance of old trees, of which the oldest exceed at least half the projected maximum attainable age for the species; and

(II) That exhibits several of the following characteristics:

1. Shade–tolerant species are present in all age and size classes;

2. Randomly distributed canopy gaps are present;

3. A high degree of structural diversity characterized by multiple growth layers reflecting a broad spectrum of ages is present;

4. An accumulation of dead wood of varying sizes and stages of decomposition accompanied by decadence in live dominant trees is present; and

5. Pit and mound topography can be observed.

(3) (I) “State conservation land” means land that is protected under a land conservation program administered by the Department or the Maryland Environmental Trust.

(II) “State conservation land” includes:

1. State parks;

2. State forest reserves;

3. Wildlife management areas;

4. Natural resources management areas;

5. State wildlands; and

6. Land subject to a conservation easement:

A. Within a designated Rural Legacy Area;
B. HELD BY THE MARYLAND ENVIRONMENTAL TRUST;

OR

C. FUNDED UNDER PROGRAM OPEN SPACE.

(B) WHENEVER THE DEPARTMENT OR THE MARYLAND ENVIRONMENTAL TRUST IDENTIFIES AN OLD–GROWTH FOREST ON STATE CONSERVATION LAND, THE LAND SHALL BE MANAGED IN A MANNER THAT:

(1) MINIMIZES DISTURBANCE TO THE OLD–GROWTH FOREST;

(2) PRIORITIZES PASSIVE RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES;

(3) PROHIBITS LOGGING OR THE CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC AMENITIES WITHIN THE OLD–GROWTH FOREST; AND

(4) MINIMIZES RISKS TO THE OLD–GROWTH FOREST POSED BY DISEASE AND INVASIVE SPECIES.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2022.